
Chapter 3
Planning

Close coordination for the delivery of surface- and air-delivered
weapons is crucial to both the MAGTF’s economy of force and
the safety of Marines operating within the delivery area. The
DASC’s planning efforts significantly contribute to the effi-
ciency by which these assets are employed. Marine Corps Order
(MCO) 3501.9B, Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation
System (Short title: [MCCRES]), Volume VIII, The Marine Air
Command and Control System (MACCS), outlines specific plan-
ning requirements for the DASC. Though planning of direct air
support activities outlined below may occur in sequence, most
steps will be conducted concurrently with one another.

Initial

After receipt of an initiating directive (in the case of an amphibi-
ous operation), an operation plan’s initiating order or an estab-
lishing order (in the case of a support relationship), the DASC
will begin the initial planning phase. Considerations for the ini-
tial planning phase include but are not limited to the following:

l Establishing early liaison with the amphibious task force
(ATF) and/or joint force planners and control agencies for rel-
evant phases of operations.

l Providing air support and aircraft control input to the aviation
estimates of supportability for operations assigned, and identify-
ing limitations or problem areas. The input to the aviation esti-
mates of supportability should summarize significant aviation
aspects of the situation as they might influence any course of
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action (COA) proposals and evaluate and determine how avia-
tion units can best be employed to provide support. The aviation
estimates of supportability’s end product will include a recom-
mended COA for the ACE commander. At a minimum, aviation
estimates of supportability will include the following:

m Contemplated COA that can best be supported by the
ACE.

m Salient disadvantages of less desirable COAs.
m Significant aviation (to include air command and control

[C2]) limitations and problems of a logistical nature.
m Measures to resolve aviation problems to include request-

ing additional theater assets.

l Coordinating relevant communication requirements for sub-
ordinate, adjacent, and higher-level circuits with the ACE/
MAGTF communications planners. These requirements
should include the following:

m Identification of desired connectivity.
m Encryption hardware and software.
m Communications requirements that are beyond the capabil-

ities (or assets) of the MASS.
m Authentication materials.

l Establishing coordination with the local regional automated
services center.

l Reviewing the initial force list and/or MACG/ACE planning
guidance to determine the role of UAVs in the operation.

l Recommending to the MACG/ACE planning staff required
UAV mission data and format, as it should appear on the ATO.

l Ensuring air support requirements are coordinated with
planned air defense measures. 
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Intelligence 

The DASC will require updated and complete intelligence infor-
mation to carry out its support efforts. The DASC’s intelligence
planning is primarily concerned with the enemy orders of battle
(EOBs), capabilities, and tactics. Intelligence planning consider-
ations will include the following:

l Receiving and disseminating to DASC personnel information
from the preliminary and detailed aviation intelligence esti-
mates. This includes submitting requests for information (RFIs)
for those DASC concerns that may include the following:

m Enemy capabilities.
m Off-road trafficability.
m Terrain limitations not delineated on maps.
m Electronic order of battle.
m Weather projections.
m Other information not addressed in the operation plan.

l Developing and forwarding RFIs to higher headquarters. The
RFIs should be simple, concise, and consist of the following:

m Positive requests.
m Qualifying questions and statements.
m Prioritization of submitted requests.

l Recording information in a journal/workbook for ease of study
and comparison, and sending that information, when appropriate,
to higher, adjacent, and subordinate units.

l Obtaining and maintaining a complete EOB that includes
information on the following:

m Missiles.
m Aviation assets.
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m EW.
m Ground forces.
m Space assets.

l Determining and interpreting information of significance to
the DASC and forming logical conclusions that can serve as
the basis for determining the effects on air support operations.

l Establishing intelligence collection and dissemination proce-
dures to include the following:

m Timeliness.
m Usability of form.
m Pertinence.
m Security of gathered information.

l Preparing a detailed rear area threat assessment for the MASS
detachment.

Site Selection

The site selection planning process begins once the MAGTF’s
area of operations (AO) is identified. During the site selection
process, planners must ensure that adequate space for site estab-
lishment is identified; sufficient access to the site is afforded; and
that communications connectivity can be maintained with other
MACCS agencies, elements of the GCE, combat service support
element, forward operating bases (FOBs), and airborne aircraft.
Site selection planning concerns include the following:

l Conducting coordination with the FFCC and FSCC to ensure
that DASC siting considerations are included in the FFCC/
FSCC’s site selection.
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l Using computer analysis and map surveys to determine suit-
able DASC/FSCC sites. Computer software programs (e.g.,
system, planning, engineering evaluation device) can be used
with map surveys to provide empirical data and analysis on
the following key points:

m Communications connectivity.
m Cover and concealment.
m Trafficability.
m Sufficient space for the DASC’s tactical deployment (dis-

persion).
m Communications electronic protection (EP) supportability.

l Identifying the alternate operational sites above. 
l Determining the required DASC equipment based on the

MAGTF scheme of maneuver and projected locations of
MACCS/terminal control agencies within the AO.

l Establishing priorities for emplacement of equipment.
l Conducting a physical reconnaissance of the site with FFCC

and FSCC personnel. 
l Determining and recommending to the ACE/MAGTF com-

munications planners any requirements for ground radio
relay/retransmission sites to support DASC operations.

l Determining communication capabilities from prospective
sites based on Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center
or other radio-frequency studies.

Specific Air Support 

The ACE staff will normally augment several air support specialists
to assist in the preparation of the MAGTF operations order. Crucial
decisions, to include ACE apportionment of assets for direct air
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support, should be addressed during this planning phase. Air sup-
port planning efforts should include the following:

l Providing input to the preparation of the ACE/MAGTF com-
munications plan to include DASC communications required
for effective coordination and control of direct support air-
craft, encryption hardware and software, and authentication
materials. 

l Recommending air support control measures (e.g., control
points, return to force [RTF] procedures) to the ACE/MAGTF
planning staff.

l Remaining cognizant of planning and coordination involved
in establishing airspace management/control procedures.

l Planning for the DASC’s tactical redeployment to alternate sites,
along with the FSCC, in response to changes in the MAGTF’s
requirements, the threat or the ground force positions. 

l Recommending UAV control measures for deconfliction/inte-
gration with direct air support aircraft and other supporting
arms.

l Determining communication paths and radio in/out proce-
dures required with the UAV unit’s ground control station
(GCS).

l Determining the requirement to employ airborne extensions
to maintain communications connectivity and air control with
direct air support aircraft and other air control agencies as
appropriate.

Electronic Warfare 

In situations where the enemy has a known EW and electronic
intelligence (ELINT) collection capability, the unit S-6 officer
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will assume an active role in the DASC’s EW planning. EW
planning considerations involve—

l Obtaining from the ACE/MAGTF EW officer a detailed intel-
ligence assessment of the enemy’s electronic order of battle.

l Developing an EMCON plan for the DASC that supports the
ACE/MAGTF EMCON plan. DASC personnel should con-
sider the following factors:

m Minimum communication/no communications procedures.
m Use of brevity codes and authentication tables.
m Use of communications security (COMSEC) materials.
m Delegation of EMCON control authority.
m Signal security.
m Circuit discipline.
m Reporting procedures.

l Determining the locations of radios and radio antenna farms
after considering the signals intelligence /EW threat.

l Planning for the maximum use of secure communications.
l Providing input to the MAGTF command and control warfare

(C2W) plan.
l Ensuring that planners, operators, and users of electronic

equipment thoroughly understand the EW threat and the
EMCON/EP techniques used to counter the threat.
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External Support 

Planners should consider the DASC’s method of employment
and necessity for mobility when determining the support re-
quired from external units. External support planning consider-
ations for the DASC will also include distribution points for
food; water; batteries; and petroleum, oils, and lubricants. The
DASC may also require externally sourced personnel to aug-
ment their site security.


